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Once a year, thanks to The Houser family, we admire the 
“Peace on Earth” sign of lights posted on the corner of 45th and 
Mopac. I thought it would be nice to acknowledge The Houser’s 
kind, creative, and thoughtful efforts and put emphasis on a 
phrase that we might not always take to heart. When I contacted 
Mrs. Holly Houser to ask her about the history of the sign she 
said “it always amazes me that we get so many positive notes, 
comments, etc. about the sign when it really is just so simple”.

It is a simple phrase isn’t it? Perhaps you know of it as a phrase 
from the bible: “Peace on earth and good will toward men. “  
The angels said this to the shepherds when Jesus was born in 
Bethlehem.  While this may be part of a biblical scripture, it 
translates to all, regardless of beliefs. Peace on earth = give peace 
a chance.  Good will to all men = be good to one another.

Holly’s husband Larry passed on in 2004 and a group of his 
friends decided to continue it. When Mr. Houser passed, his 
family had his service at the NW Pony field and the Peace on 
Earth crew deemed it appropriate to take the sign to the ballpark!

Hopefully, this holiday season and throughout the years of 
our everyday lives, we take this phrase to heart.  So simply put, 
we wish for Peace on Earth and good will to all.

A warm thank you to Holly Houser and her son Austin for 
continuing to share their family tradition that inspires so many.

Happy Holidays,
Tonianne Soster

Development of the state-owned tract of land at 45th and Bull Creek 
Road is likely to commence in the near future. Many of you have 
read updates on the HPWBANA listserve concerning this, and our 
November neighborhood association meeting featured two speakers 
closely involved in the project, but with differing points of view.

This article attempts to hit just a few high points, but there has 
been much work, activity, meeting, discussion etc. done; there is a 
great deal of information on the Facebook page which has been put 
up by the coalition described below (BCRC).  To access this, log in to 
Facebook and search on “Bull Creek Road Coalition”.  In addition, 
we are trying to do timely updates via the neighborhood listserve, 
hpwbana.org, so if you’re not subscribed to it, please consider doing it 
now.  In the same vein, this article is being written mid-December for 
the January newsletter so some items will necessarily be a bit ‘behind’.

On the table is an unsolicited commercial development proposal 
from Stratus Corp., whose CEO is Beau Armstrong; the proposal 
‘came to light’ via an Austin American-Statesman article in the 
summer timeframe.The Stratus proposal includes a big-box HEB 
store of 93,000 sq ft with accompanying gas stations, two high-
rise office buildings, apartments of a size and scale to duplicate the 
Post Apartments across Bull Creek Road from the tract, and retail 
space, to include shops, restaurants, a movie theatre, large paved 
surface parking fields to support the commercial areas and some 
green space. At the November HPWBANA meeting, our neighbors 
expressed the same concerns that all other neighborhoods have 
expressed, the foremost being massively increased traffic in an already 
maxed out, congested area. Stratus has shown some willingness to 
modify its proposal in light of a consistent set of objections from 
all neighborhoods affected and has actually shown various versions 
at different neighborhood association meetings;  Beau Armstrong 
promised an updated version of their site plan “within a week” at 
the November 19 HPWBANA meeting, but nothing has been made 
available as of mid-December.

Area homeowners and residents were represented by John Eastman, 
president of Bull Creek Road Coalition (BCRC), which is a coalition 
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Emergency Police ................................................. 9 1 1  
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The HPWBANA Board meets on the third Monday of 
each month except December. Please go to HPWBANA.
org for our current meeting location or contact president@
HPWBANA.org.

 HWPBANA is bordered on the north by 2222, on the 
south by 35th St., on the west by Mt. Bonnell Rd., and 
on the east by MoPac and by Bull Creek Rd. between 
Hancock Dr. and 45th St. Mail your membership dues to 
HPWBANA, P.O. Box 26101, Austin, Texas 78755

ADVERTISING INFO
 Please support the businesses that advertise in the 

HPWBANA Newsletter. Their advertising dollars make 
it possible for all residents to receive a newsletter at no 
charge. No neighborhood association funds are used to 
produce or mail the newsletters. If you would like to 
support the newsletter by advertising, please contact 
Peel, Inc. Sales Office at 512-263-9181 or advertising@
PEELinc.com for ad information and pricing.

satisfaction guaranteedfree estimates

water pressure problems
�ber optic drain line inspectionssewer & drain service 

Steve Brougher
276-7476  ∙ 2605 Buell Ave

STEVE’S
PLUMBING
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Master 
License: 

M-39722

Join The HPWBANA Yahoo Group
The HPWBANA Yahoo Group is a neighborhood listserv
intended for discussion and announcements of interest. 
It is also the best place to find out about activities in the 

neighborhood, lost or found pets, crime, & recommendations.

Membership is free...to join, go to
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HPWBANA/

of seven neighborhood associations surrounding the Bull Creek Road 
property. John outlined the issues which have been identified by 
surrounding residents including: traffic (the overall, overwhelming 
first concern as demonstrated repeatedly in neighborhood meetings, 
surveys, etc),  preservation of the natural beauty of the site by setting 
aside part of it as parkland use (which is a significant ad hoc usage 
today), flood control, inadequate infrastructure and taxpayer born 
costs of providing it, emergency access, minimizing impact of traffic 
and commercial lighting on surrounding neighbors – and the list 
goes on.

The entire P3 situation is one saturated in state and local politics.  
In the last state legislative session, P3 (Public-Private Partnership) 
legislation was passed in the final days of the session. It seeks to 
identify underutilized state-owned land which can be leased long-
term for development and be built out by private developers; 
undeniably this could have potential benefits for Texas taxpayers.  
Historically the General Land Office has managed land leases 
(examples in Austin are the Triangle and Central Market areas).  
However, the Texas Facilities Commission (TFC), headed by Terry 
Keel, has stepped forward to broker identified underutilized state 
land development under P3. This is in contrast to Texas Facilities 
Commission’s historic role which has been to manage existing state 
facilities, contracting for maintenance, supplies, etc.  TFC was already 
slated for review by the state’s Sunset Commission and that report 
was published in late November. TFC has been criticized for lack of 
defined processes, for taking the position they are not required to 
follow local land development codes, for having ‘guidelines’ rather 
than stated operating rules for their proposed P3 activity, for excessive 
secrecy (TFC has filed with Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott 
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to be excluded from the requirement of the Texas Open Records 
Act),  and for not having sufficient staff or expertise to manage P3 
developments. The Sunset Commission recommended that no TFC 
actions be taken under the P3 legislation until September, 2013 to 
give TFC time to ‘ramp up’ and make necessary preparations to 
be successful in managing P3 development.  BCRC learned that 
another state agency report is due mid-December from the Texas 
House Governmental Affairs Committee, and that its findings will 
closely follow those of the Sunset Commission report.

Despite these evaluations of the TFC P3 process, the City of 
Austin recently entered into an InterLocal Agreement contract with 
TFC. Although BCRC members read, studied, and briefed City 
Council members on its shortcomings, Mayor Pro Tem Sheryl Cole 
pressed hard for its adoption and was ultimately successful on Dec. 
6. BCRC does not feel this contract is a positive for Austin residents 
and taxpayers because it requires using city staff resources to perform 
studies of areas to be developed, to fund such studies and yet City of 
Austin will be excluded from participation once negotiations with a 
developer start. BCRC continues to believe this contract is premature 
because the next legislature will almost certainly make significant 
changes to TFC as it acts on the Sunset Commission Report.  Mayor 

Pro Tem Cole said repeatedly that it was best for Austin to “have a 
seat at the table”, yet under the contract that seat can be yanked out 
from under Austin’s participation the minute real negotiations start.  
As BCRC President John Eastman noted, it’s a good thing for the 
City of Austin to have a seat at the table, “but that table hasn’t even 
begun to be constructed yet.”

Beyond the political maneuverings, several very worthwhile 
projects have been undertaken by area residents.  If you are interested 
in volunteering, opportunities exist for the following:  

Tree survey – an inventory of heritage trees including GPS location, 
species, measurement and description. Many exceptional liveoaks 
and cedar elms have been found; results will be posted on a Google 
map website

Shoal Creek has been evaluated by a Professional Engineer certified 
in water resources – the condition of the creek now contrasted with 
its appearance and use prior to City of Austin’s constructing a sewer 
line down the creekbed in the 1960’s. The potential for its restoration 
to become a feature of the development is exciting

Pamphlet to present the tract – some of the 75 acres has fine natural 
areas as would be expected on a plot remaining virtually untouched 
since the days of the Republic of Texas. There are vistas, bluebonnets 
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Why Our Patients Love Us:
Empowering you to play an active role in your 
child’s dental health. 

Compassionate, individual patient care for your 
child’s needs.

Enjoy a dental  team focused on creating a 
positive dental experience for you and your child. 

Utilitzation of the most recent technology.

You are invited to stay with your child through the 
entire appointment. 

heaLthy smiLes
 aRe OUR sPeCiaLty

  Visit www.DrSherwood.net   

“My Children LOVE going to Dr. 
Sherwood’s office. They actually 
count down the days until their 
appointment and when their visit is 
over, they don’t want to leave.”

Monthly payment options 
available, including no 

interest financing. 

stephen sherwood, dds

(New patients only, this offer cannot be 
combined with other offers, restrictions apply.)

$50
OFF

Mention this and receive 
$50 off New Patient 

cleaning, fluoride and exam. 

Call today! 
(512) 454-6936

STUDIO G
Personal Training 

work. play. 

life!
GettinG our clients back to

28 years of experience
austin’s most intimate traininG studio

call for your free initial consultation

albert Garcia act lat cpt

420.0435 | 5120 burnet rd.

Neighborhood Perspective (Continued from Page 4)

in the spring, a field of blue sage in bloom in the fall, magnificent 
trees, a historic site – all of which need to be documented if there 
is any hope of obtaining parkland designation for any part of the 
property.

Design Standards – a document describing standards and 
characteristics of a development ‘friendly’ to surrounding 
neighborhoods is being prepared. Our area is fortunate to have 
amazing resources – national experts in such matters many of whom 
have already generously donated substantial time and effort.   

The input of everyone concerned will be needed and solicited as 
this development activity goes on – and it will go on. The InterLocal 
Agreement Contract the City of Austin signed with Texas Facilities 
Commission names five Austin tracts, and the 75 acre tract at Bull 
Creek Road is only the first. There will be calls for residents to make 
their wishes known to various city and state government groups 
as the P3 process continues to evolve. P3 represents huge, huge 
amounts of money and vast land holdings statewide; the importance 
of getting it right, doing the peoples’ work in public, trying to guard 
the value of our homes and neighborhoods, and continuing efforts to 
influence the process to become a more positive one simply cannot 
be underestimated.
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                                                               We Will Donate 

$50.00 to the 

School of Your Choice 
on each Closed Transaction 
for HPWBANA Members 

Dephanie Cates  Rebecca Spratlin 
REALTOR, CRS, ABR, SRES REALTOR, GRI, e-Pro
512.970.2627   512.694.2191
DCates@cbunited.com News1@RebeccaGetsResults.com

 

REALTORS,  Residents and                    
Community Volunteers in 
 

HIGHLAND PARK & BALCONES PARK

HPE Green Team in Action!
On Saturday, Nov 10, the Highland Park PTA “Green Team” 

coordinated a volunteer work day with Friends of Perry Park. In 
addition to being a favorite place for neighborhood residents to walk, 
several teachers at Highland Park use the trails at Perry Park as part of 
their classroom activities.  We had a nice showing of students, parents 
and community members who participated, and we spent 2 hours 
doing maintenance on an interpretive trail. We cleared a loop trail 
of overgrowth, cactus and overhanging tree limbs.  In addition, the 
kids dispersed native seeds (down on the bottom part of Perry Park). 
 The Green Team and Friends of Perry Park are planning another 
such volunteer Service Day in the spring and are always appreciative 
of additional volunteers! The HPE Green Team and community 
volunteers gather to help with the maintenance of the Perry Park 
Nature Trails.

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of 
their authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its 
employees. Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in 
articles submitted by others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for 
the advertising content with this publication. All warranties and representations 
made in the advertising content are solely that of the advertiser and any such 
claims regarding its content should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints 
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of 
such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the 
publisher assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or 
typographical mistakes, except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated 
above or in the case of misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any 
other liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely 
manner, except as limited to liabilities stated above.

At no time will any source be allowed to use the HPWBANA Newsletter 
contents, or loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor in 
any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for 
the purpose of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political 
campaigns, or other self amplification, under penalty of law without written 
or expressed permission from the HPWBANA and Peel, Inc. The information 
in the HPWBANA Newsletter is exclusively for the private use of HPWBANA 
Neighborhood residents only. 
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Member American Association of Orthodonists

Contemporary Orthodontics
Treatment for Children, Teens & Adults

0% PAYMENT PLANS    ALL INSURANCES
CENTRAL AUSTIN    STEINER RANCH

Call for your Complimentary Exam 451-6457
www.BracesAustin.com

Central Austin
1814 West 35th Street, Austin, TX

2 Blocks East Off MoPac

512.451.6457

Steiner Ranch 
4302 Quinlan Park Road

In Vista Ridge Across From Welcome Center

512.266.8585

An Austin Landmark Since 1970
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DIRECTV ON DEMAND: Access to available DIRECTV On Demand programming is based on package selection. Actual number of TV shows and movies will vary. Additional fees apply for new releases. Some DIRECTV On Demand content requires an HD DVR (HR20 or later) or DVR (R22 or later), DIRECTV CINEMA Connection Kit 
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